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ABSTRACT

Mobile learning is a new way of learning in contemporary education, and it is one of the latest stages information society has reached. Cell phones/PDA’s, which are launched as the most enhanced instruments of mobile systems, posses certain peculiar characteristics compared to existing computers in terms of accessing, sharing, and creating information, and they become a part of life in a much faster way. They represent unique distinctions such as being operable 24/7 everywhere within the coverage area, and having the ability to communicate and deliver messages to almost any corner of the world. The mobile instruments open new gates of the world beyond the person and develop new environments of information sharing for everybody around the world.

Such a change automatically brings out certain different rules and applications, while necessitating to act beyond conventional marketing rules for the presentation of the emerging product/service (learning) to the consumer. This study considers concepts, rules, and applications of mobile learning and associated issues through conceptual mapping. The applications realized as well as the social issues which have arisen within the frame of these applications and which are influential in general as the social tendencies are contemplated.

Under the light of all foregoing developments, the use of instruments such as mobile channel, Internet, word of mouth, word of mob, and blog in m-learning marketing is discussed. One should expect the promotion activities which have been heavily realized in the beginning stage for the users to adopt m-learning to shift towards marketing aspect in time.
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INTRODUCTION

Information age grows with information, and regards this information as a value. This new society which is fed by information encompasses elements such as learning, working, entertainment and creating a society to its natural structure. Therefore, programs and styles with new features which address to the information society should be created.

In the last two decades, with the introduction of the existing information on electronic environment to the economy and the business world, and as a result of their direction in this way, individuals also perceived the importance of E-learning in a short time. Wild competition occurred during the transition into the information society. Competition has now become information and learning oriented. Learning in a competitive environment and accessing information rapidly is also very important for the institutions and there is a need for good marketing relationships with learners and potential learners. On the other hand some marketing implications are changing to the new media environments (internet & mobile).

Whatever the technology, however, learning is the vital element. Learning and development are the preliminary conditions of achievement. With the support from the new systems, nations are able to use information/knowledge they possess by allowing for the development of individuals at every level through a continuous learning record with a momentum in their expectations to gain superiority in the competition.

It has often been noted that when a new technology arrives we tend to use it in old ways (e.g. Twigg 2001), before we begin to understand what it really offers. So, for example the television was initially treated as ‘radio with pictures’, before those working in television began to appreciate what could be done with the new medium (Weller, 2009). There are some similar approaches in e-learning, mobile learning and marketing subjects.

Mobile learning is a new way of learning in contemporary education and it is one of the latest stages information society has reached. Mobile phones/PDA’s which are start up as the most enhanced instruments of mobile systems posses certain peculiar characteristics compared to existing computers in terms of accessing, sharing and creating information, and they become a part of life in a much faster way.

They represent unique characteristics such as being operable 7 days/24 hours everywhere within the coverage area, and having the ability to communicate and deliver messages to almost any corner of the world. This means usage and access potential is more than other devices such as computers. There is also a convergence between computers and mobile devices.

The mobile instruments lead to opening new gates of the world beyond the person and to the development of new environments of information sharing for everybody around the world.

According to Horizon (2009) over the past few years, mobiles have undergone a continual transformation, becoming ever more capable and flexible with each new release. The ability to record audio and video turned the mobile phones into portable multimedia means.

Mobile devices became keepers of several personal knowledge are such as family photos and personal notes etc. as their storage capacity increased. Some other functions like phone books,